Saving the
planet with the
next generation
of plant-based
foods
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Within the food industry, the biggest
lever to tackle the multitude of
environmental impacts is moving
towards a fully plant-based diet, or
at least vegetarian or flexitarian diet.
As taste is one of the main barriers
to consumer adoption of alternative
proteins, we need solutions that can
win the love of meat lovers.

8 Gt CO₂e
could be saved
annually if everyone
changed to a plantbased diet

26%
of global emissions
comes from the food
sector

"We were impressed with
the rigorous impact
screening process AENU
had. We know we have a
passionate investor
dedicated to impact
as much as we are with
AENU."
TIMO RECKER
NEXT GEN FOODS
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN & CO-FOUNDER

AENU's impact
SDG

2. Zero hunger
12. Responsible
consumption &
production
13 Climate
action
IMPACT KPI

CO₂-eq
reduced,
water and
land usage
reduction

The solution
Next Gen Food's world-class
team brings over 25 years of
plant-based expertise with
cutting edge technology and
innovation to deliver awardwinning plant-based
products that look, taste,
and cook like meat made
from animals.
MORE ON NEXTGENFOODS.SG

AENU has supported Next Gen
Foods' German market entry via
numerous client introductions
since they launched in Germany
in June 2022. AENU has also
supported their global team
expansion with talent referrals
and helped increase their
European branding by inviting
them to speak at industry events
around Europe.
"We invested in Next Gen Foods
because we believe in their assetlight blitzscaling business model
and product portfolio approach.
We believe in Timo's and Andre's
invaluable experience with
LikeMeat and Impossible, in the
critical production and operational
partnerships they have been able
to secure since day one, and in
the all-star impact-minded team
they have built. While all VCs are
running away from the red ocean
of plant-based products, we see
Next Gen Foods as the only
credible alternative to Beyond
Meat and Impossible Foods that
will bring confidence back to the
segment. Also, Tindle is delicious!"
MELINA SÁNCHEZ MONTAÑÉS
AENU PRINCIPAL & VP IMPACT

